ARPIT DUBEY
E-Mail Id- arpit1294@gmail.com
Contact No- +91-8802142436
Career Objective:
To pursue a career in computer science engineering, seeking for a job in a challenging and healthy
work environment where I can utilize my skills and knowledge efficiently for organizational growth.

Academic Credentials:




B.Tech (Computer Science Engineering) from ABES Engineering College with aggregate of
72.7 %( 2013-2017) affiliated to Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University.
Secured 85% in 12th standard from ISC board.
Secured 88.14% in 10th standard from ICSE board.

Technical Skills:




Web development languages: HTML5, CSS3, PHP, JavaScript, Java
Frameworks Known: Laravel, Bootstrap, NodeJS, React-Redux, JsViews.
Database: MySQL,MongoDB

Professional Skills:





Self-motivated, initiative taker.
Verbal communication skills.
Decision making, organizing and planning
Tolerant and flexible to different situations.

Projects:
1) Title: MasterJi (www.masterji.xyz)
 Tools used: HTML5, CSS3, PHP, Bootstrap, MySQL DB, Android Studio.
 Description: MasterJi is a web based platform targeted for engineering students to get their
subject notes easily. The website and the android app bears simple and responsive design and
the search hierarchy used makes the searching time minimum for the user thereby creating a
user friendly environment.
 Learning: Implementation of web based technologies, live project implementations, real
time error handling, and team work.
2) Title: Blogawesome (www.hamsterwheelengineer.com)
 Tools used: Laravel, HTML5, CSS3, PHP, Bootstrap, MySQL DB.
 Description: Blogawesome is a blog website that enables a non-developer to post blog
posts on the website without any coding. The backend dashboard provides the user ability to
perform CRUD operations on the posts, categories, linked images and URLs.
 Learning: Creating a modular web app using a framework (Laravel). Incorporating various
technologies in order to smoothen the workflow.

3) Title: SIP (Student Information Portal) – Major Project(https://masterjisip.herokuapp.com)
 Tools used: HTML5, CSS3, Nodejs, Express, Bootstrap, Mysql, Hackerrank Api, Ace editor
 Description: Masterji’s SIP is a software to make the practical work in college completely
online, thus reducing manual work of both students and teachers. It gives both teacher and
student an interface where a teacher can set coding assignments for the students and review
them. It uses hackerank’s api for the compiler.
 Learning: Learnt to interact with APIs and to integrate already available modules in projects.
I also learnt how to work with online compilers.
4) Title: Realchat (https://livechatwithme.herokuapp.com)
 Tools used: HTML, Less, Nodejs, Express, Bootstrap, Json, Jsviews, Socket.io
 Description: Real Chat is a peer to peer mobile web chat application that sets up real time
communication between the people who are online. It follows the concept of omegle where
no history is stored and you are visible to others only if you have joined the chat by selecting
a username and an avatar. As soon as you logout all the information is deleted.
 Learning: I learnt a complete new library called JS Views that I used inorder to make it a
single page app. Learnt about the concept of multicasting and braodcasting a message. Learnt
about setting up peer to peer communication using socket.io.

Training:


6 weeks - Aptech Computer Education
Web Technologies (HTML, CSS, PHP & SQL)

Achievements and Awards:







1st rank in ASISC-NWR in PowerPoint Presentation.
Overall achiever in academics at school level.
Silver medal holder in art at Inter school level.
Successfully organised events under the aegis of ABESEC Technovation Club.
Person of the Year by TIME magazine in 2006.

Interest and hobbies:




Solving puzzles like Rubik’s cube (55 seconds), Mirror Cube and Dodecahedron.
Designing & content creating (Videos).
Tech Savvy and E3 follower.

Personal Dossier:







Date of Birth
Permanent Address
Languages
Website
Github
Linkedin

: 8th December 1994
: E-201, Shreenand residency, Ahmedabad, GUJARAT.
: English, Hindi, Gujarati.
: https://www.arpitdubey.com
: Arpit1294
: https://in.linkedin.com/in/arpit1294
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